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What is an extraction?
Extract Method
DRY
"Hoist"
“Often, the hard part of eliminating duplication is spotting it in the first place.”

https://git.io/vwdwBF

Cycle of design:
- Structures emerge → Structures need names
- Remove duplication → Improve names
- Higher-level duplication → Abstraction emerge

Start here.
Skyway
Fresh tracks! The good folks at Live for Live Music have released two tracks from our upcoming Live in Erie release. Check out covers of Steely Dan’s Josie and The Police’s Canary in a Coalmine in an Aldehdy sandwich here!
Don't do it's underlier piano crash kitty David's #5 ofFaits
April 16th, 2016
LETCHWORTH PINES, PORTAGEVILLE, NY

SET 1: Complex Pt. I > Strange Times, Eon Don, Underlyer > Peaches > 20/20 > Life During Wartime > 20/20

SET 2: Eon Don > Complex Pt. II > Triangle¹, I Want You (She's So Heavy) > They're Calling For You

ENCORE: Kitty Chaser (Explosions)

NOTES:
¹ w/ Ending

Wartime teases in 20/20

Peaches last played 7/9/14 [204 shows]
Wartime last played 5/17/13 [336 shows]
I Want You last played 11/22/13 [261 shows]
edit setlist for april 16th, 2016

Unknown Setlist? ☐

Setlist

SET 1
Complex Pt. I >
Strange Times
Eon Don
Underlyer >
Peaches >
20/20 >
Life During Wartime >
20/20

SET 2
Eon Don >
Complex Pt. II >
Triangle *
I Want You (She's So Heavy) >
They're Calling For You

Extra notes

Wartime teases in 20/20

Peaches last played 7/9/14 [204 shows]
Wartime last played 5/17/13 [336 shows]
I Want You last played 11/22/13 [261 shows]
class Venue < ActiveRecord::Base
end

class Show < ActiveRecord::Base
  belongs_to :venue
  has_many :setlists
end

class Setlist < ActiveRecord::Base
  belongs_to :show
  has_many :slots
  has_many :songs, through: :slots
end

class Slot < ActiveRecord::Base
  belongs_to :setlist
  belongs_to :song
end

class Song < ActiveRecord::Base
end
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Slot

Underlyer > Peaches > 20/20 > Life During Wartime > 20/20

Want You (She's So Heavy) > They're Calling For You
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Spring Tour is in full swing! ⇒

news

Fresh tracks! The good folks at Live for Live Music have released two tracks from our upcoming Live in Erie release. Check out covers of Steely Dan's Josie and The Police's Canary in a Coalmine in an Aldehyde sandwich here!
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